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Editor's notes
This issue about the World Wide Web would not be complete
without a presentation of the Xanadu project and its author, Ted
Nelson. It was Nelson who coined, defined and announced the
terms hypertext and hypermedia between the sixties and seven-
ties while he was elaborating his project in the United States.
In the years in which Nelson first formulated his lines of argu-
ment, computers had scarcely got beyond the Stone Age. There
was nothing even remotely similar to the Macintosh or Win-
dows graphic user interfaces; devices such as the mouse had not
been invented and many computer companies did not even have
keyboards, but rather piles of perforated cards that were used
to enter data or instructions.
In this context, Nelson's proposals were an outstanding inte-
llectual feat. He argued over three decades ago that the main
and most valuable function of computers in the future would
be to become literacy machines instead of being mere number
"punchers", which is how everybody else regarded them.
Furthermore, at a time in which even local networks had not
yet been established, he considered that computers throughout
the world would be able to be interconnected by a global system
that would allow data to be shared without putting intellectual
property in jeopardy, and thus an author's task in producing
texts would not be limited solely to generating new texts, but
would also link the ideas of an author to those of others by
means of links with pre-existent texts that would be accessible
on the universal computer network.
Even though the World Wide Web was inspired by Xanadu and
it is what outside observers have always believed to be the clo-
sest thing to Nelson's view, Nelson himself has stated that the
World Wide Web "is what Xanadu wants to avoid being", given
that that it lacks many of the properties that Xanadu itself has,
i.e. a system that solves problems of intellectual property, that
offers stable directions, version control and a system of links
that is much richer and more powerful than what HTML and
other languages that are habitually used on the World Wide Web
have to offer.
Currently, the Xanadu project seems to have received a consi-
derable boost since its source code was published in the Udanax
web headquarters <www.udanax.com> (that is, Xanadu spelt
backwards) and has thus recently become an open system. It is
still too soon to ascertain the consequences this may lead to.
In any case, who could explain what Xanadu is and what it means
better than its creator? For this issue of Temes de Disseny, we
requested Nelson's permission to reproduce one text about Xana-
du, in which he introduces us to some essential ideas regarding
Xanadu in his own particular style.
We hope that the reader of this review will thus have the chan-
ce to get to know more about the project which, even though it
has been accused of being a case of waporware, has been a direct
inspiration to ventures such as the World Wide Web, no less,
amongst others. Readers may obtain more information regar-
ding Xanadu at the following web sites: Xanadu, <www. xana-
du.net> and Udanax, <www.udanax.com>.
Why do they call us a cult?
Because we think differently from everyone else. We
are striving to create a unified, universal literature,
available to everyone both as readers and contribu-
tors, instantly available everywhere, with the ability
to publish connections freely. That is, anyone may
publish footnotes, comments, disagreements; and anyo-
ne may quote, republish, anthologize and otherwise
re-use everything in the system -provided that the repu-
blication stays within the Xanadu world. All this inclu-
des automatic and innocuous royalty. This raises many
questions which cannot all be answered briefly. Suffi-
ce it to say that we have many answers. A few follow.
What is Xanadu publishing?
The term «universal electronic library» has been sug-
gested. Perhaps «universal bookstore» is more like it.
World Publishing Repository(TM) is perhaps the most
appropriate term.
The Xanadu system has been designed from the lite-
rary point of view, the computer point of view, the
business point of view and the legal point of view.
The Xanadu publishing system will be a licensed
method of on-line electronic publication provided by
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vendors throughout the world. «Publication» consists
of placing a digital document somewhere in the repos-
itory network. A document may include text, picutres,
audio, movies and nay other form of digital informa-
tion. Readers, or users, are of course at screens. Any
user in the world may send for any document, or any
part of a document. The publisher pays only for the
storage; the user pays for delivery, including a royalty
to the publisher.
The user obtains a digital copy of everything he or
she sends for -to keep or discard. The user may point
and click to travel among documents, obtaining only
the small part needed to keep going.
Staying within the Xanadu on-line world, anyone
may publish a connection to a document -a comment,
illustration, disagreement, or link of any other type;
and anyone may quote from a published Xanadu doc-
ument, since the quotation is bought from the origi-
nal publisher at the time of delivery. The publisher
agrees to be legally responsible for the contents and
agrees to interconnection by anyone.
Based on literature as we know it
«Literature» is a debugged system used and under-
stood throughout the world. Documents are infor-
mation packages with points of view, literature is a
system of interconnected documents. Xanadu is intend-
ed to allow millions of points of view and to keep track
exactly of all their interconnections.
publisher and brings that material to the screen. Thus
anyone can go from document to document within
this universe without having to learn «computer com-
mands».
The next fragment
The user does not have to buy whole documents.
Instead, she or he simply purchases the next frag-
ment desired. These may add up to whole docu-
ments, or not.
Simple basic concepts
The basic concepts are simple but sophisticated and
powerful, and can be built into structures and uses of
every kind. The concepts are the document, the link
and the transclusion.
- A document is an information package with a point
of view.
- A link is a connection between parts of documents,
or of one document. A link is owned by its publis-
her, but may be connected to documents owned and
published by others. Links may be of many types.
- A transclusion is a part of a document (call it A)
that happens to be stored as part of another docu-
ment (call it B), and is brought from that other
place in B whenever A is sent for.
No point of view
Other electronic media have viewpoints deeply embed-
ded in the design of the system (such as keywords and
categories). Xanadu places all the viewpoints where
they belong, in the separately owned documents and
keeps the overall system viewpoint-free.
Simplicity & ease, point-&-click
The system is intended for a point-and-click universe
that even a child can find her or his way around in.
The user points at the desired link on the screen; the
user's screen machine -that is, underlying computer-
automatically purchases the linked material from its
Inside-out from today's electronic media
Xanadu is different from, or opposite to, almost
everything that is happening in the field of electronic
media, including:
- Not like CD-ROM. CD-ROM is not electronic
publishing. It is publishing plastic. It has bound-
aries. No one may interconnect to a document
published in CD-ROM.
- Not like CLOSED MEDIA UNITS (such as
ACROBAT(TM)). Many standards exist for closed
media which no one may connect data to. These
include: CD-ROM (already mentioned). The new
Adobe Acrobat, for instance, mimics paper and is
a closed application. So are PostScript(TM), SGML,
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HyperCard(TM), and scripting languages offered
by Kaleida, General Magic, etc.
Not like text search. Searching text for particular
words is a useful tool. However, it only works
when the authors of the document use the same
terms you expect. For the World Publishing
Repository, we rely much more on links that
allow instantaneous travel between documents.
Not like on-line conferences, discussion groups,
forums, newsgroups (Boundaries, Topics). On-
line conferences are very popular these days, but
the problem is that the conversation among the
many participants sprawls in all directions. The
usual solution is to have a closed boundary
around the original «topic» of the discussion,
sternly administered by an editor or manager (or,
in the case of Prodigy (TM), by a comprehensive
system of automatic censorship). We find this
unacceptable. In Xanadu conferences, because of
the unique connection system, the same materials
may be simultaneously in many different discus-
sions managed by different people and with dif-
ferent boundaries reflecting different points of
view.
Open use-all connect & re-use
Anyone may publish links to any document already
on Xanadu. Likewise anyone may re-use material
already on Xanadu as boilerplate, as long as that
material is re-used by transclusion rather than by
copying. This assures that every new use will be
bought from the original publisher.
Universal
This is a medium for publishing in all areas. Indeed,
since we do not see boundaries between different
areas, we see all publishing methods that restrict them-
selves to given areas as hobbled.
Populist
Because it will be equally available to everyone at
low cost, and open to all points of view, we believe
Xanadu is a populist medium.
Generalist
There are no sharp lines between subjects, and Gen-
eralists are those people who pursue their interests
without regard to artificial boundary lines. There are
more and more brilliant generalists throughout the
world, but the existing publication media subdivide
the world of ideas and information artificially. Xanadu
does not.
Pluralist
Many different points of view, including unpopular
and eccentric ones, may be freely published in
Xanadu, linked to the materials they agree and dis-
agree with.
In today's publishing world, only those view-
points held by those with mondy, or other access to
media, may be published. This is not the democratic
ideal.
No boundaries
There are no boundaries in Xanadu. A document may
be of any size, spread across many disks in many places.
Anyone may publish connections to the document.
There are no boundaries to categories in Xanadu;
you are not restricted to the way that someone else
sees the world.
Controversy
Open controversy and argument are not well repre-
sented by existing systems. We intend to change that.
Minority points of view
Many points of view cannot be publicly expressed in
today's world. We intend to change that.
Self-guided education
Today's systems of education are deeply hampered by
artificial categories and divisions among subjects,
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and by forms of teaching that make them uninterest-
ing. Since Xanadu will allow anyone to explore any
subject in his or her own style, we see it as a medium
for true education.
"Just connect and keep going"
The reader need not master computerish styles of
interaction; she or he need only start and one docu-
ment and click across the universe from there.
Thought-out legally
Many digital publishing systems have been built
without understanding of the legal system and are
building a field of naive expectations. Xanadu has
been built with firm understanding of copyright and
liability law.
Copyright innocuous
Many computer people naively think that copyright
will go away. We assume that it will not, and that the
Xanadu system must work in a world of copyright
law; but we are able to make copyright and royalty
innocuous and smooth.
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